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1. Introduction
Experience from previous droughts in our region
has outlined the importance of effective internal
and external management and communication. This
report provides details on the management structure
that would be mobilised at the onset of a drought and
outlines our communications plan.
The plan sets out the actions we would undertake
during a drought event and how we would
communicate these with our customers (both
household and non-household), regulators and key
stakeholders.
Everything we propose in this document builds
on experiences and learning following periods of
prolonged dry weather in 2012 and 2014 and takes
into account guidance published by UKWIR, CCW and
the Environment Agency.
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2. Communications during
normal conditions
Our region faces unique water challenges; it’s the
driest region in the UK, receiving only two thirds
of the national average rainfall and it’s also one of
the fastest growing regions in the country. This
means that talking to our customers about water as
a precious resource, which should be used wisely,
is something we do all year round, not just in times
of drought. It’s written into our logo and business
purpose - Love Every Drop.
As a result, we have a history of encouraging water
saving, and to good effect. We still supply the same
amount of water today as we did at privatisation –
about 1.1 billion litres every day. This is in part due
to the significant investment we’ve made in our
network to reduce leaks and bursts, but also because
customers in the East of England are increasingly
water efficient. The average person uses just 133
litres of water per person per day, compared to
the national average of 140 litres, and we have
the highest percentage of voluntarily metered
customers; a great indication of the effectiveness
and importance of our ongoing water-wise narrative.
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It is this robust water efficiency context which
underpins all of our communications activity prior to,
during and after a drought. Our ongoing customer
water efficiency narrative provides benefits for our
drought communications strategy:
• Regular communications with customers means we
have a strong platform to engage on
• We already have a receptive audience – a helpful
baseline for drought communications.
• We already have ongoing ‘business as usual’ tactical
communications to build on during periods of dry
weather.
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3. Communications during
drought conditions
Our communications messaging to customers will
follow the progression of a drought, moving from
normal (non-drought) through to potential drought
and actual drought conditions.
Despite the benefits that a year-round ‘water
wise’ messaging strategy brings, it also presents
challenges when there is a requirement to talk about
the possibility or reality of water restrictions i.e. how
do we step up our messaging to convey to customers
that we are facing a challenge which is different to
our normal and longer term situation?
The period leading up to a drought, which we refer
to as ‘potential drought’ in the Drought Plan, is
therefore an essential time for communications
preparation and sharing early context and
information, not just during the drought itself.
We have to be able to escalate messaging to convey
the severity of the situation so customers understand
it isn’t a ‘normal’ dry year; while still providing useful
information and reassurance to customers that
their water-wise actions can, and do, help the water
resource situation. It is therefore crucial that we start
communicating early and involve our customers so
that they clearly understand the role they can play.
Our Water Resource Management Plan 2019 presents
how we will ensure our customers are secure against
a 1 in 200 year drought event without the risk of
rota cuts from 2025. However, we still have to plan
on the basis of imposing temporary use or nonessential use bans, when required. Our approach to
early and informative communications throughout
the year means we will ensure it is not a surprise to
our customers if there is a water resource situation
developing. This foundation enables us to move
through the phases of communications and land
messages with more success.
We also know that if we were to step up messaging
or put water restrictions in place during a drought,
it would generate significant media attention
and present a serious reputational risk to Anglian
Water if not handled appropriately. Our approach
therefore needs to be well planned, proactive, inline
with our brand promise, and easy to understand for
customers, as well as clearly demonstrating what we
are doing as a water company to manage the water
resource situation as effectively and efficiently as we
can.
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3.1 Communications objectives during
potential drought/drought conditions
We have developed some clear objectives of our
communications during potential drought and
drought conditions:
• Show leadership and build customer confidence in
our ability to respond to the drought.
• Provide early information and context to help shift
behaviours – escalating phases in a timely manner,
as required.
• Shift customer behaviour so people use less water,
and celebrate the customers who do this.
• Foster a mentality in which we all play important
individual roles.
• Encourage our staff to become ambassadors for
water saving behaviour.
• Address head-on any perceived weaknesses, e.g.
leakage, to minimise the risk to our credibility of
our response being criticised or disregarded.

3.2 Communication tone
Our tone, throughout all communications to our
varying audiences will be honest and transparent.
The ‘Love Every Drop’ branding remains central to
our communications strategy. Customer research
by Anglian Water (2018) demonstrated that 84% of
customers recognise the Love Every Drop logo with
‘water saving’ being the main take-home message.
We therefore know this is an effective way of badging
communications.
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3.3 Management structure for
communications
In accordance with our normal incident management
protocol there will be a dedicated Drought
Communications Lead during a drought period
(from potential through to post-drought) to manage
and deliver all communications. The Drought
Communications Lead will sit in the Drought
Management Team (DMT).
This lead role will be responsible for managing all
communications, and for working with Water UK’s
Drought Liaison Coordinator, and other industry
representatives, as well as other water companies, to
ensure messages are consistent where appropriate,
and there is a joined up approach – particularly where
an area receives its water recycling services from one
supplier and its water supply from another. They will
have the full support of the communication team and
wider business.
Anglian Water has a tiered approach to managing
incidents. The severity of the drought event would
determine the tier of incident the drought is
classified as. The communications lead will play
an active role in all drought management forums
and meetings, including working closely with the
emergency planning team as an incident develops.
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4. Detail on our communications
approach - messaging and activity
The development of our communications approach
uses our drought triggers as a guide for what
communications we may need at different points of
a drought. Our reservoirs have drought management
curves which we use to track resources and indicate
when resources are depleting due to low rainfall and
we may need to instigate demand management to
maintain security of supply. The Water Resources
team is responsible for tracking our water
resources and will provide full and timely updates
to the Drought Communications Lead and Drought
Management Team, to enable decisions on the best
method of communications. To facilitate the decision
making process, we have developed a communication
response matrix (Table 1 below). This matrix is a guide
only and the DMT will consider the specifics of the
drought situation before commencing any drought
activity.

Drought Management Curves
There are four drought management curves, as shown
in the chart below, which act as triggers for our
drought response. These consist of an upper drought
alert curve (DAC) and three trigger curves associated
with our Levels of Service (LoS) (the frequency with
which we would seek to impose water restrictions).
An appropriate period of time will be given for
representations to be received and considered
prior to implementation of any temporary
restriction (detailed in Appendix 11). This time will
be proportionate to the scale of the proposed
implementation and the customer base likely to
be affected by the restrictions but will always be
for a period of at least three weeks. The period of
representation will be clearly detailed in our public
notice and will ensure a balance between the urgency
of demand restrictions with the anticipated public
interest in the restriction.

Figure 1: Example of Anglian Water annual reservoir control and trigger curves used to inform the drought
communication response
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Drought Communication Response
We have developed a phased approach communications strategy to align with
the drought stages and triggers. Details of the phases are described in the
following sections and the table below provides a high level summary of the
communications approach according to these different drought triggers:
Table 1: Drought Communication Response matrix
Drought
status

Drought trigger
(see Fig1)

Normal/
non-drought
conditions

Reservoir storage
is above or at
Normal Operating
Curve

Potential
drought

Reservoir storage
sees continued
decline from
Normal Operating
Curve

Drought
response
N/A

Early warning
sign to trigger
preparations for
communications
and knowledge
sharing

AW communications
phase
•

Business as usual
(BAU)

AW communications
approach - internal
•

Regular updates from
Water Resources (weekly
reservoir levels, monthly
situation report)

•

Business as usual water efficiency
messaging via, media, social,
email, web, sharing reservoir level
data and scientific briefings

•

Aim is to offer reassurance to
customers and stakeholders
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•

Routine liaison with local
Environment Agency
(EA)

Increased comms/
meetings with local EA
and other stakeholders
such as NFU, CEH, Rivers
Trust, local authorities,
MPs, businesses

•

Preparations
commence
to deploy
communications

•

As above plus:

•

BAU messaging plus:

•

•

Start enacting
Phase 1 (advance
info)

•

Share key lines to take
with internal staff and call
centre

•

Increased scientific contextual
briefings utilising partners such as
the Science Media Centre

•

•

Drought Management
Team engaged and will
lead on comms direction

•

•

Upper Drought
Alert Curve
crossed

AW comms approachregulators /external

AW comms approach – customers

Increase
•
publicity and
public awareness
•
to conserve
water

Additional background about
current water resources and
developing dry weather, our supply
system, the water cycle.

Include messaging about action
AW is taking to effectively manage
resources

•

Phase 2 (encourage
behaviour change)

•

As above plus:

•

As drought/dry
weather develops,
include Escalation 1
(Part to play)

•

Ensure operational staff
have communications
tools and customer advise
while on the ground

As above plus: Heightened water
•
efficiency messaging, change of
tone to emphasise the need to
save water across all channels & all
‘have a part to play’

•

Regular email updates to
stakeholders

•

•

Regular business bulletins

Prepare volunteers for
road show event or to run
CSU in affected areas

•

Consider on the ground road
show/ CSU activity

•
•

National drought group

National drought comms
group

Increased comms/
meetings with local EA
and other stakeholders
such as NFU, CEH, Rivers
Trust, local authorities,
MPs, businesses
National drought group

National drought comms
group
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•

AW communications
phase

AW communications
approach - internal

Phase 2, Escalation 2
(TUBS)

•
•
•

As above plus:

Briefing staff for
road show/ CSU
event

Briefing staff for
possible ‘drought
shaming’ customer
behaviours – will
require sensitive
approach to 1-2-1
communications

AW comms approach –
customers
•
•
•

•
•
•

Level of Service
curve 2 crossed

Level of Service
curve 3 crossed
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Further publicity
and impose nonessential use bans

•
•

Phase 2, Escalation 3

(Further restrictions e.g.
NEUBs)

•

As above plus:

•

Briefing staff on
bans, especially
Wholesale Services

•

Rota cuts

Note: Rota cuts
would only be
required in very
extreme drought
event as a last
resort, and we have
removed them
from our planned
(1 in 200 yr) level
of service as we do
not believe they
are acceptable to
customers

•

escalating

As above
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deployed during drought conditions

•
•
•

•
•
•

As above plus:

Increased volume, tone and
frequency of messaging across
all channels
Targeted media, social and
direct mail messaging to
affected customers – aiming
to be more directive in
communications rather than
advisory
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AW comms approachregulators /external
•
•
•

Regular comms with local
EA and stakeholders
National drought group

National drought comms
group

Use of website for sharing
information about the affected
areas
Deploy CSU and ISMs to
affected locations to talk to
customers
Paid for advertising across
media and social
As above plus:

Media support for the
application of drought permits
and consultation periods
Ensuring all messaging is
targeted to the relevant
audience – likely to be specific
customer groups affected

•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated phone line for further
•
information
•
Regionally specific information
As above

Regular comms with local
EA and stakeholders
National drought group

National drought comms
group
Regular comms with local
EA
National drought group

National drought comms
group
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4.1 Phase 1: Advance information giving
The overall objective of this phase is to increase
basic understanding among customers of the water
cycle, water supply network, and why saving water is
so crucial to long term water resource planning.
We will spend time in this first phase increasing
communications to explain the context of water
saving, including:
• our long term plans for water resources
• the fundamentals of the water cycle
• the recent weather
• rainfall, river, reservoir and groundwater levels
compared to the normal conditions for the time of
year,
• details of our supply system, and how we distribute
water in our networks
• what we as a company are doing to effectively
manage our water resources
It is important that the backdrop of potentially dry
weather is well communicated in advance before we
need to start sharing specific messages about water
efficiency and conservation in earnest.
This is particularly important if the drought is
occurring due to a dry winter which adds an extra
challenge for landing messages as the general public
may be less tuned into the water resource situation.
Some specific examples of what we may choose to
undertake during this phase includes:
• Scientific contextual briefings with media to
provide hydrological and meteorological context,
utilising partners such as the Science Media
Centre to do this effectively and broadly
• Brief key regional and national media to explain the
situation we are facing, stress their important role
in helping communicate the facts
• Specific media briefings as and when needed, as
situation develops.
• Agree how and when we’ll update key media as we
move through the coming months, and through
the drought triggers. Including utilising third party
spokespeople and external advocates, such as the
Science Media Centre, as well as technical subject
matter experts in our own business.
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• Close liaison with key information sources
including Met Office, CEH, EA, DEFRA who will
generate media content independently of AW
• Media updates providing regular, factual
background information and context to encourage
factual reporting
• Utilising third party spokespeople and channels for
example NFU, CEH, Rivers Trust, EA
• Utilise social media channels to share and target
messaging and multimedia content
• Targeted communications to customers e.g. email,
mailshots, bill inserts, setting out the context
• Web development to signpost clearly to the
drought information and water saving advice.
These pages, as well as other communications
channels would carry content such as:
• why we are thinking about drought
• what is a drought?
• information about (for instance) the Drop
20 campaign, and what customers can do to
support it
• how we look after our resources, and what we are
doing to save water
• how water efficiency helps the environment
• blogs, FAQs, Competitions e.g. water butt
giveaway

Example of a leaflet
produced to encourage
customers to save water
in the winter.
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Example of simple visuals which shares some of the headline numbers about Anglian Water’s network.

4.2 Phase 2: Escalating to encourage
behaviour change
The overall objective of Phase 2 is to encourage
and celebrate great water-wise behaviours, take
ownership of our part and demonstrate this to
customers.
Phase 2 includes all of that cited in Phase 1, but using
modified messaging to signify the change in situation
and severity. The work undertaken in Phase 1 should
mean that customers have an increased knowledge
of the present situation and not be surprised if
water restrictions need to be implemented. Our key
stakeholders (including farmers, local authorities,
MPs, businesses) would also be kept regularly
updated by our Public Affairs Team should the
situation escalate.
There are a number of escalation stages in Phase 2,
described below.

Escalation 1: We all have a part to play
Communications in this phase highlights the
important role an individual can play and celebrate
those that do, encouraging behaviour change,
alongside demonstrating the responsible role and
investment being made by us as the water company.
We’ll communicate to customers, in a targeted
way, to update and evidence how we’re managing
the situation i.e. what our teams are doing out
in the field, our proactivity around leaks, and our
water resource management activities, to ensure
customers understand the challenge and can see
we are behaving responsibly and doing ‘our bit’ to
manage the situation.
We would expect an increase in customer contacts
about leaks across all channels. Additional resources
to manage this will be needed, as well as increasing
our outbound communications, such as showing
leakage teams out finding and fixing leaks, and
showcasing new technologies being brought in to
help.
We will also demonstrate how we are supporting
other stakeholders, such as farmers, and where they
are taking action to do their bit too.
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Example of simple visuals used in previous Anglian Water drought campaigns.
Escalation 2: Implementation of Temporary Use Bans
(TUBs)
If the situation deteriorates further and requires us
to consider the implementation of Temporary Use
Bans (TUBs), this early restriction on all hosepipe
usage would demonstrate that we as a water
company had taken all necessary steps to conserve
water supplies and protect the environment in a
timely and effective manner.
The implementation of TUBs would be preceded by a
rigorous publicity campaign, as described above, that
would proactively engage with our customers about
the deteriorating situation and the need to conserve
water.
If the severity of the situation increases, our
communications approach will evolve to encourage
customer behaviour change including starker
messages about the importance of conserving water.
We will increase the frequency of targeted
communications as well as sharing content about
capital investment by Anglian Water around water
conservation and improving resilience.
Note: We can expect an increase in ‘drought shaming’
from customers. Some hold strong views that
restrictions should be put in place to protect the
environment and minimise waste. Taking a balanced,
sensitive approach to 1-2-1 communications is
needed to avoid vilifying individual customers while
still ensuring these passionate customers remain
motivated and feel listened to. Intelligence brought
by members of the public may also be a useful source
of information for the business to act upon or adjust
its approach.

Escalation 3: Implementation of further restrictions
At this stage, we are looking to sustain water saving
behaviours and the changes made thus far, while
encouraging everyone to do even more.
We may also have to implement further demand
restrictions, through the use of Non-Essential Use
Bans.
We would allow an appropriate consultation period
in which any representations could be made via
our website, contacting a customer services
representative or writing directly to us.
Following the consultation period we would formally
publish a statement of response outlining our
consideration to any representations received.
Restrictions would be imposed for the minimum
period required and would be lifted with immediate
effect once the situation had stabilised.
The overriding message is to convey the need to
conserve water and detailing the restrictions in
place. Painting the picture of water resources, the
uniqueness of the situation and severity will be
important for context as a secondary message.
Key activities during this phase would include:
• Providing factual information about what’s
happening, why, where and predictions of how long
for
• Forward looking forecasts
• Providing other water-saving devices that match
the severity of the situation
• Thanking customers for their compliance
• Providing information on investment to mitigate
the situation
• Providing information on the deficit, by region
• Increased intensity of internal communications
• Plus the continued use of previous messages and
tactics
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5. Example communications to be
deployed during drought conditions
Since introducing the ‘Drop 20’ campaign in 2012, we
have run a number of business as usual water efficiency
campaigns, including the Smarter Drop, Shorter
Showers and Bone Dry - making use of numerous
delivery channels from media advertising and face-toface engagement to utilising our social media channels
and email marketing.
By using a campaign to badge all communications
relating to the changing water resource situation we
help differentiate communications from our normal
water efficiency narrative and make them clearly specific
and relevant to Anglian Water customers.
We know the impact of any communications activity
is significantly reduced if the message or the medium
is not felt by the recipient to be relevant, timely and
targeted. It is therefore vital to avoid untargeted,
blanket communications activity wherever possible.
With that in mind, the campaigns, channels and tactics
listed below should be viewed as a ‘menu’ from which
the most appropriate and geographically relevant will be
deployed, based on an assessment of (for instance) the
geographical extent of any water shortage, the number
and type of customers affected, the environmental
and social context of any drought, and the proximity of
the restrictions to any previous, similar action by the
company.

5.1 Developing a Water Efficiency proposition
A proposition is an integrated and co ordinated
companywide campaign designed in normal water
resource conditions to be deployed either as Business
as Usual or when a drought trigger is approaching. It
provides an overarching and unifying theme across
all communications, and business operations, to land
messages with impact and support the best behavioural
change outcome possible.
For the 2011-12 drought, Anglian Water developed
the ’Drop 20’ concept –designed to encourage each
individual in the region to use 20 litres of water less
per person, per day. While this was forward thinking for
the industry at the time and it blended well with our
Love Every Drop strategy, customer insight showed
customers couldn’t picture 20 litres and what it equated
to. It wasn’t clear what steps they should take.
We’ve developed our thinking since and learned that
talking about activities, such as shorter showers, is more
effective in encouraging behaviour change.
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We are developing a new comprehensive water
efficiency proposition to pull together learning and
successes from all of these campaigns. This will form our
overarching campaign for water efficiency, but also be
the basis for more intense communications activity in
the event of a drought.
Previous examples of campaigns and propositions we
have run either to drive behaviour change or create
awareness are described below. We will use learning
from these previous campaigns in developing any new
water efficiency proposition.
Smarter Drop
The Smarter Drop, the external customer engagement
element of Anglian Water’s Shop Window in Newmarket,
was created to put customers at the core of innovation.
The campaign aims to reduce consumption to 80 litres
per person per day and make Newmarket the watersaving capital of the UK. Having a specific identity for
the campaign has encouraged action and engagement
from our customers to help drive behavioural change.
Our aim was to galvanise the town into water saving
action which we have done through interactive events,
our Smart Metering programme, our high street ‘shop’
which has enabled one-to-one conversations, education
sessions and engaging challenges we’ve set the
community of Newmarket.
To date, we’ve had 16,000 + engagements with local
people. From meeting us several times and being on a
first name basis, to collaborating with us on projects
or seeing our advertising campaigning featuring real
Newmarket customers; we are highly visible to the
community which has allowed us to develop trusted
relationships. Groups we’ve worked with include Scouts,
Guides, Cubs, Beavers, Brownies, Newmarket Day
Centre, Orbit Housing Association, Tesco, West Suffolk
Council, Newmarket Leisure Centre and schools.
Being embedded in the community in Newmarket, we
are able to quickly and continually monitor the impact of
our changes.
Many customers in Newmarket are already achieving the
80 litres per person per day goal and are now advocates
spreading the word independently, encouraging others
to save too.
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Summer 2018 Warm Weather roadshow
During the 2018 heat wave we extended our typical
water efficiency activity to include additional customer
outreach events. Given the influx of tourists to the North
Norfolk coast during the summer, these became target
areas providing high footfall. A combination of creative,
attention grabbing entertainment and clear, easy-tounderstand messaging on how to save water, such as
through shorter showers or shallower baths, was used.
A study conducted by the University of East Anglia
around the benefits of a pledge-led campaign showed
that humans are wired to be ‘compliant’, so if someone
makes a pledge to do something or change something
they are significantly more likely to do it. As well as
encouraging this as part of the Summer roadshow,
we also ran a successful trial in Newmarket which saw
customers who made a pledge, use on average 10 litres
of water less every day.

5.2 Channels
Below is a summary of our key channels and the role
each will play in our overall drought communications
strategy. We’ll track engagement and measure
effectiveness of communications generally by:
• Engagement stats on social media i.e. likes/shares/
watches
• Levels of release coverage picked up by PressData
• Number of media enquiries/interviews given to the
press office following stories
Media
The proactive use of the media from the very early
‘warning sign’ stages to the conclusion of a drought
is fundamental to a successful awareness campaign.
Media provide valuable channels for promoting our
response to the drought, in terms of affording exposure
for capital projects to improve our resilience and our
approach to dealing with leaks. Moreover though, the
media is an essential means to ensure customers are
aware of how the drought and subsequent restrictions
affect them, any restrictions in place, and what they can
do to help.
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material is prepared in advance to ‘fill the void’ in the
near-continual narrative around a drought, and work with
the media to share this content with the right people at
the right time.
We will be proactive and agile with media well ahead
of the onset of any water shortage and continue our
ongoing narrative about water conservation.
In readiness for this we will identify and offer up key
locations like our reservoirs, boreholes and water towers
as sites for media interviews, as well as identifying and
training our spokespeople in advance. The seniority/
subject expertise will vary and increase as the situation
escalates.
1. PR & Media Managers (core, day-to-day
spokespeople)
2. Head of External Communications
3. Brand & Communications Director
4. Water Resources Management subject expert
(Director level)
5. CEO
Social Media
Since our previous Drought Communications Strategy
was developed in 2014 our social media channels
(namely Twitter, Instagram and Facebook) have grown
significantly. These social platforms are now a core dayto-day customer communication channel. This means
we already have an active communications channel and
engaged audience during a time of drought.
Supporting stats on Anglian Water’s social channels:
• In August 2018, our total Facebook posts reach
(across all subjects) was 490,000 and our videos were
watched 80,000 times
• Over 23,000 followers on Facebook, more than any
other water company, an increase of 30% on a year
ago (and nearly three times our following in 2016)
• On Twitter, our August 2018 reach was 518,000 and
we currently have a following of 25,600, increasing
circa150 followers a month.

Research conducted following the 2012 drought
showed 58% of customers received their water saving
information from TV and Radio. Furthermore, 25% of
customers had seen an advert from a water company,
18% of people said they’d been made aware of water
saving messages from talking to friends and family,
13% said social media and 10% said they had seen
government messages.

• On LinkedIn we currently have 16,500 followers,
gaining around 400 a month, reaching up to 15,000
people with organic posts.

Whilst the media will play a key role, our approach would
be to retain our position as an authoritative and trusted
source of information. We would ensure sufficient

These channels will be essential in delivering targeted
messages to specific audiences and also allow us
to signpost customers to our website, reaffirming

• We are the most followed water company on
Instagram and regularly use the ‘stories’ feature to
give customers a behind the scenes glimpse of the
work we do.
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ourselves as the source of credible information. We will
also use run live Q&A sessions and targeted advertising
where further, more intense communication is needed.
Advertising
Using paid-for channels to deliver starker messaging
is a key element of driving campaign cut-through in a
crowded marketplace. It also enables us to provide local
information which we know resonates strongly with
customers. Examples include:
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Examples might include:
• Community outreach activity via water saving
roadshow to targeted affected areas or high profile/
relevant events in the region
• Customer door-drops to share practical information
with customers and answer questions
• Use of our customer support unit (CSU) and Incident
Support Managers (ISMs)

• Print, broadcast and digital advertising – spread
depending on geography affected

We also have the ability to utilise the Incling online
community (an online community of Anglian Water
customers) to test ideas.

• Outdoor/out of home advertising (e.g. buses,
billboards, high visibility/footfall locations)

Direct customer communications

• Local weather sponsorship
• Cinema
Internal communications
Making sure that each of our 4,000 staff is well
equipped to talk to customers, partners, and suppliers is
vital during any period of drought shortage.
Briefings would equip employees to be ambassadors
and water saving advocates able to answer queries in
their local neighbourhoods and reinforce campaign
messages. It would include sharing our latest data with
them on water levels as well as keeping them up to date
via our existing, established internal communications
channels.
During the heat wave of 2018 we shared regular updates
with staff internally, through their managers, to explain
our situation, in relation to what they might have been
reading in the news, and to share water-wise tips. This
communication was aligned to our external messaging
giving colleagues confidence to talk to friends and
family about the situation.
Our staff would also have a key role to play should
the need arise for us to develop a more specific
outreach programme in targeted communities. This
approach worked well in 2018, although it should be
noted that price per customer contact is high for this
method.
Outreach
Face-to-face engagement has proved valuable in
landing more complex messages, placing water saving
devices in the hands of customers, and unearthing
common myths and misconceptions that may need
addressing as outlined in the campaign approaches
earlier.
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We will use text messages and emails to customers,
targeted to areas that are water stressed or where we
anticipate water restrictions, sharing any information
pertinent to drought status and actions they might be
able to take in order to reduce demand. We would do
this before any restrictions are put in place to encourage
water saving, as well as at the point of a restriction.
Email templates will be produced in advance, ready to
edit with relevant messages depending on the specific
phase.
We will also seek to utilise the smart meter network as
it comes online between 2020 and 2030, utilising this
enhanced capacity to communicate with our customers
in a much more direct and dynamic way.
Our website
Many of our customers use our website as the first port
of call for information. As well as www.anglianwater.co.uk
our In Your Area site offers operational information by
postcode. During the Summer of 2018 we utilised both
the main website and the In Your Area site to provide a
dedicated space for water saving information, to easily
signpost people from the homepage, and to provide
hyper-local information, where relevant.
During previous droughts, we have built a postcode
checker, so customers who are unsure if they are
affected by any restrictions can quickly establish if they
are. In Your Area now fulfils this function on a day-today basis, though additional postcode checkers would
be created if needed.
Ensuring our communications are cost effective will
be a key part of our channel planning. We will target
communications to areas of most need based on the
local water resource situation. We will also look at cost
per individual contact when planning channels to allow
us to make informed decisions as to what to use and
when.
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6. Working with others
Nearly all of our wider engagement programmes,
such as our education team and Keep it Clear
campaign, carry our standard BAU water efficiency
messaging.

6.1 Schools engagement
Our education team work with schools all year
round to share a variety of water efficiency and
environmental messages, reaching thousands of
children every year.
During the drought of 2011-12, we developed a
bespoke schools engagement programme, using
new and original resources available to support
the campaign at the time. This was promoted to
key stages 1, 2, 3 and 4 via the Anglian Water team
themselves, and by teachers through a range of
materials available for download. We will create a
similar engagement programme again.

6.2 Stakeholder engagement
We recognise that is vital to ensure our stakeholders
and opinion formers are aware of what is being done
to address the challenges posed during a drought.
Our key stakeholders include, amongst others,
farmers, local authorities, MPs and businesses.
Most recently through the 2018 prolonged period of
hot and dry weather we proactively shared some of
our messaging to targeted local councils for them to
share through their own channels. As a result of this
we now have a list of communications contacts at all
councils across the Anglian Water region to ensure
cascade of materials and messages is efficient and
broad reaching.
Previous to that, during the 2011-12 drought, we
developed a ‘Drought Matters’ briefing leaflet, and
sent it along with a personalised letter to Chief
Executives and Leaders of Councils, MPs, MEPs,
Parish Councils, Local Enterprise Partnerships and a
number of other external stakeholders. In total, this
was sent to approximately 3,600 contacts.
We would apply the same approach at the time
of a drought, ensuring that we talk early to our
key stakeholders so we are able to use those
individuals or organisations as additional conduits
for information to our end user and, to create useful
third party spokespeople should we require an
outside voice as part of our communications.
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6.3 Retailers
Anglian Water works with 22 retailers who offer
valuable insight about our non-household customers.
Anglian Water fosters close relationships with them
all year round, not just at a time of crisis. Activity
includes regular updates throughout the year and
meetings with key retailers every month.
This rhythm of communications means there is a
strong existing relationship and points of contact in
place between the water company and the retailer.
We will adopt a communications approach which is
appropriate and relevant for the individual retailer,
rather than adopting a one-size-fits-all approach;
strategies will include:
• Using retailers as an access point to non-household
customers - talking to them directly
• Supplying retailers with content to share on our
behalf
• Adopting a joint approach (i.e. both logos on
content)
Tactics might include:
• Email updates
• Scripted content to be used in their call centres
• FAQs
We recognise that non-household customers will
also pick up messaging from the broader media
communications so messages must be aligned to the
regional and national picture.
Whatever tactics we deploy, engagement will start
early on, operating in accordance with our culture
of no surprises and as part of our ongoing and
pragmatic working relationship.
Anglian Water is closely involved in Defra and other
key stakeholder workshops around dry weather and
drought; the insight gleaned from these workshops
demonstrated our existing relationship and approach
to retailer communications is effective.
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6.4 Local Resilience Forums
During a drought we would maintain close liaison with
Local Resilience Forums via our emergency planning
team, to increase awareness and engagement with
local Category 1 (blue light services) and category 2
responders.

6.5 Collaborative communications
During the 2011-12 drought the Secretary of State
set up the National Drought Group in which
Anglian Water took a leading role. This provided a
single coherent, cross-sector team to manage coordinated delivery of drought management activities,
communications and risk management. In addition, a
Strategic Communications Group was set up through
Water UK to include those water companies that
were introducing temporary use restrictions. The
weekly calls were an effective means of ensuring
a collaborative approach was taken by the water
industry and a whole, and that our messages were all
aligned to avoid any confusion for our customers and
the media.
Recent experience also ensured that we worked
closely and successfully with the Environment Agency
and DEFRA to co-ordinate the timing and content
of our drought related messages. We would look to
continue the close working relationship between
our own communications managers and those at
the Environment Agency, at both and regional and
national levels. We also work with water companies
on an individual and regional basis through Water
Resources East.
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Cover photo – Anglian Water’s Grafham Water reservoir, an 806-hectare
biological Site of Special Scientific Interest, southwest of Huntingdon
in Cambridgeshire. It was designated an SSSI in 1986.

